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In the marble quarries of the Apuan Alps, Italy, the struggle against nature, the
elements and the mountains continues.
This season, the Stone Men are not only fighting against time, but also for
sustainability. Water usage and remnants of the extraction of stone blocks from
the mountains needs to be improved. In the meantime, there is a new female
member who has to earn the Stone Men's trust. What other challenges will the
Stone Men have to face?
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Episodes
1. A Change at the Top
The harsh winter has made resuming operations
more difficult at the Henraux and Catino quarries.
Everything is now on the shoulders of the
indefatigable Michele and his Russia quarry, the
largest and most important on Mount Altissimo,
which has survived the winter and is still fully
functional. But the material isn’t enough...
2. Woman on the Mountain
Paolo has asked project manager Barbara, to
personally handle the choice of material to be
extracted, imposing new and different types of
work on the quarrymen that wreaks havoc on the
mountain men.
3. The Block - Saving Resin
Paolo Carli, grappling with the production
problems of the Russia quarry, decides to
experiment with an innovative technique, while at
the Bresci quarry, Luca must deal with a block
that is very difficult to cut. At the Gioia quarry, the
Antonioli brothers deal with a huge 1000-ton
block that risks getting stuck in mid-fall.

4. A Complicated Inspection
At Henraux, Barbara desperately attempts to
prepare the pieces to be displayed for order 555,
however, the material is unfortunately insufficient.
At the Bresci quarry, Luca continues his search for
the Versilys requested by Barbara, but the
complex and risky block reveals no sign of the
precious material in the end. Will Luca and
Barbara stubbornly continue their search or will
they decide to abandon the excavation site?
5. The Chickens Come Home to Roost
The men of Henraux are making the maximum
effort to complete the company orders, without
which the entire company would be in crisis. At
the Russia quarry, Enrico is aided by the use of an
innovative resin technique that will allow him to
save more material from the blocks.
6. Together We Can Do It
The men of Henraux are in a showdown. The
feared inspector of the 555 order is no longer
willing to endure delivery delays. Luca is
struggling with a gigantic Versilis block that could
resolve Barbara's problems, while at Gioia quarry
the Antonioli brothers risk everything in a neverbefore-attempted overturning operation.

